
Paper weaving

• Next two weeks, you are learning basic 
weaving structure using paper.

• Most fabrics are woven with these techniques. 
See page 2.

• Week 1 (1st June ~ 5th June) : Page 3 – 6    
Learning basic technique.

• Week 2 (8th June~ 12th Jane) : Page 7 – 10 
Making perspective design

• There is extra work on pages 6 and 9, if you 
fancy trying more.



Weaving structure

Plain weave is the simplest weave, in which warp and 
weft threads interlace in an alternate manner

Twill weave Satin weave Honeycomb weave



• You will need:
• 2 pieces of paper in contrasting colours
• A pair of scissors
• Adhesive tape

Materials

https://amzn.to/2WqmJKo
https://amzn.to/2Wl3ZMx
https://amzn.to/2IYVoqI


PAPER WEAVING TUTORIAL

Making the ’warp’

1. Take your first piece of paper and fold it in half. Cut 
the folded paper across the middle from the folded edge 
like picture 1, but don’t cut all the way through - leave 
an inch uncut.

2. Next, cut the two new halves in half again so you now 
have four equal cut sections. Picture 2.

3. Cut the four sections in half again, so now there are 
eight equal sections. Picture 3. 

4. Unfold the first piece of paper and you now have a 
page that has evenly spaced slots for weaving.

.



Making the ‘Weft’
You may use as many colours as you like.

5. Take a second piece of paper and cut it in the same way as the first, 
but this time cut it all the way through so that you are left with 
eight strips  of paper.

* Make sure the length of the strips matches the width of the warp.

6. Weave the strips of paper through the slots in the first piece of paper. 
To achieve a checkerboard formation, start by weaving the first strip 
of paper under then over the slots. For the next strip of paper, 
alternate the pattern i.e. start the second strip by weaving under 
then over.

7. When you have finished weaving, fold the ends of the strips 
to the back and tape them down with adhesive tape.



Cut ’warp’ wavy and weave in straight ‘weft’.

Cut ‘warp’ zigzag ->

[Extra work]



Making a Perspective weaving pattern

Example 1

1. Plan your design. You may draw a pattern on paper first (see next page).
2. Cut warp wider to narrower toward a vanishing point. (See example 1)

You may use a craft knife to cut warp, if your design involves curved lines like example 2. Remember not to cut the
warp all the way through.

1. Cut strips for weft, in various widths.
2. Weave weft in to warp, wider weft to narrower weft toward the vanishing point (focal point).

By English painter Bridget Riley,

Example 2



Advanced Examples

Add more lines to make a 
grid, as you draw more lines 
increase or decrease the 
space between the lines 
gradually until you reach the 
edges.

To be as precise as the 
pictures here, you need to 
measure the warp and the 
weft carefully to match, 
before you cut them. 

Draw a central axis - vertical 
and horizontal lines, or just a 
single axis (central line) like on 
the previous page.



[Extra] Create your own design 2
You can make more complicated designs using square paper (like your Maths book one).

a warp : 21 stripsExample



More examples


